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About This Video

August 25th 1997 was a date that changed gaming history forever… GoldenEye was released on Nintendo 64. The games
legendary 4 player multiplayer ruled the 90s. Now, in 2017 as the 20th Anniversary of the GoldenEye World Championship

approaches, the last remaining handful of loyal players prepare to compete on the (former) grandest stage. Ethan is the reigning
19-time GoldenEye world champion, looking to make history by winning his 20th title. Ben, a first time competitor, leaves the

safety of his bedroom to face his hero – Ethan, the ‘Golden Child’ of video games. GoldenEye is his whole life and he has a
point to prove to his un-supporting family and his own past, which comes back to haunt him…
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Title: Going For Goldeneye
Production:
Woodhouse Pictures
Distributor:
Wild Eye Releasing
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2018
Country: United Kingdom
Video Resolution: 1080p(2.3GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Contains: Adult Language
Running Time: 60 minutes

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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Fantastic game, took a while to figure out how it works, but now I understand its really fun to play. The only problem is that
sometimes the screen will get stuck zoomed in and on a laptop is very hard to zoom out again. Other than this I would definitely
recommend getting the two pack and playing with a friend! 8/10. Wait you don't already own this? ...... I'm disappointed.. Do
not buy this game if you own a modern monitor. The resolution/refresh rates are wrong, and it will either not open, or open with
"out of range," which may force you to force-reboot. I went looking for guides on how to fix this, and there is no modern
answer. You either own a dinosaur crt tube monitor, or don't play it.

Pros: Haven't played it.
Cons: Doesn't work on modern systems.. I simply do not understand the hype around the Mass Effect games. This one in
particular is like KOTOR meets Gears of War, minus the fun parts of both.. Another awesome classic!
I played the crap out of this game when I was younger.
The Steam version has added an entire new campaign mode which is pretty difficult but there aren't very many maps added.

I have searched Steams game library for this multiple times over the past several years hoping that they would add it.
FINALLY they did.

It's worth noting that Lords of the Realm III sucks. Just play this one.

Lots of hours of play for your couple bucks.
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Very clunky. You have to use the arrow keys to move around the map.
Intros are just text with a picture. Very unfinished.
Has potential, but at this stage, is slow, tedious, and boring.
I might be spoiled from Sol Survivor, AOE2 TD's, even Prime World: Defenders.
If this game was made by 3 brothers then Bravo! Well done. (you can tell English is not their first language. which is ok, but you
can tell)
However, it shouldn't be on Steam. It's not in the same league of games for todays standards.
With a lot more work this 'could' be a very good game. At the current state it is amateurish and it shows.
I only payed $3.74, but for today's standard thats about $2.74 more than it's worth.
I hope they keep developing this game, it has potential. If they were for fill in cut scenes, fix the clunky interface, add voice
acting and some animations it might be worth $5.
At the current state, it just got boring real quick. And I really would rather give it a much better review because of the potential..
This game literally hurts my eyes to look at. No to mention the grammar is sub - par. If the prompts and dialogue were written
by a native english speaker, I'd be highly suprised.

The poorest xcom clone ever.. I'm copying most part of this review from my Flesh Eaters review. If devs aren't bothering
with making a unique game, why would I bother writing a unique review?

Ah, another encounter with the Back to Basics publisher. A publisher that's not really known to players, cause he keeps
his doings shady, but some of the more observant people may know him, them, it, whatever you call it. This
establishment keeps pumping out cheap games, each made in a few weeks, with the very same textures, no significant
gameplay, no storyline, no unique sounds even. How they keep these similar games and not breaking any Steam rules is
beyond me, but okay, let's move on to the game.

What do we have here? Another unfinished game, with the very same art as their other titles:

Kivi, Toilet and Shotgun.Check the characters, textures, sounds, particles, weapons and the overall feel of the
game.

Flesh Eaters Yet again, check characters, textures, weapons, particles, camera, sounds and overall feel.
This game has bugged mechanics, top-down perspective and a feel of a product that has been made during a day
off by a lazy programmer, using some stolen art from some other project (I won't be surprised, if that's the
exact case here).

There is a single player campaign, yet it's so insignificant (and unfinished), that there's nothing to actually play
with. If you do enjoy unfinished products with no quality whatsoever, buy it. If not, just move along.. This is a
scummVM game at least on my mac, so in order to save or quit, you need to hit fn-f5 to save or quit. I bought
this game because it is precompiled, but this can be found for free for those savy techies.

I'm glad these old games are being re-released none the less. Incoming adiction. Perfekt, Macht ein riesiegen
Spa\u00df,
Kaufemphelung!. Short sequel to the original game. Basically, the older catgirl sister is trying to help Haruki
become a better ninja master... but she finds herself falling for him as hard as her sisters did.... It's like
Anthem, but only worse! I've never played a game that has so many issues! And lately it's only gotten worse!
Either the sonar doesn't work, causing me to use the radar mast, exposing my sub, or the noise maker doesn't
deploy, or, and this just happened, the computer sets my depth at 50 feet, but somehow I'm at 20 feet, giving off
a nice big signature to the DD's and cruisers to lock onto! If the issues didn't ruin the game this would be a
great naval strategy game, but it does! Oh and I forgot about the intel reports too! Saying there's a wolfpack or
a surface battle group that's PREPARING to set sail, but as soon as you get out to sea, at flank speed, you fail
the mission because the enemy has Captain Picard and the Enterprise and they used warp speed! -_-. I just can't
get into this game. I thought it was going to be more complex. It is just buying a few troops and rolling in to
fight some monsters. I have tried starting the game twice and have been unable to save and have to start over
each time I play. Customize army starts erases your army too and you have to repurchase your troops. I thought
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the patch was going to fix the save game and it apparently didn't fix anything. I paid a dollar for this game and
even at a dollar this game is a waste of money and time.
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